Linnvale Primary School - Water Week

The Eco-Committee at Linnvale Primary School chose Water as one of their topics
and planned lots of activities including a whole school focus week. They also made
good ties to Litter and their other chosen topic, Health and Well-being.
Linnvale Primary School’s Eco-Committee chose Water as one of their topics because the school sponsors a
boy called Matthew. Matthew lives in Kampala and was homeless and the school pays his fees for him every
year so he can get an education. Matthew has to collect water from the river to wash and bathe with and
pupils wanted to find out why he cannot access clean tap water.
The Eco-Committee organised a focus week and every class in the school learned about an aspect of water.
Some learned about floating villages, others learned about dams and others learned about the water cycle
and how much fresh water is available on our planet. Good links were made to STEM projects, the
Sustainable Development Goals and Rights Respecting Schools work too.
Pupils each kept Water Diaries recording how often they used
water and how much was used. They were amazed how quickly
it added up! They then then compared what they had used
water for and what Matthew in Uganda used water for and
discussed how far he had to travel to get his water.

“Our Eco journey has provided us with many
interesting learning opportunities and has
helped our school build firm partnerships with
other agencies. The children enjoy taking
responsibility for their grounds and there is a
real sense of pride and ownership of our school
grounds.” - Teacher

Some classes left taps trickling to measure how much water was
wasted and to see how this could mount up during a day. During
Water Week pupils held a Water Bar to encourage pupils to drink
more water as part of a healthy diet. Flavoured water was created
by using herbs and fruit slices. They also made good links to Waste projects by looking at the life of a plastic
water bottle highlighting waste and reusing products.
Pupils realised how easy it can be to waste water and how many of us take clean water for granted. They
learned that only a tiny percentage of the Earth’s water is driving water and that we should really treat it
preciously as all life depends on it.

For further information see www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ecoschools

Sustainable Development Education:
We provide education initiatives for children, young people and educators
which focus on environmental issues to improve understanding and
encourage positive action. Our work includes the Eco-Schools Scotland
programme, teacher professional learning programmes connected to
Learning for Sustainability, One Planet Picnic, Food and the Environment,
Wrigley Litter Less and Young Reporters Scotland.

Sustainability and Climate Change:
We work with organisations and communities to help people to reduce
carbon emissions, improve local areas and adapt to the impacts of climate
change. We manage and develop the Sustainable Scotland Network, which
works to improve the Scottish public sector's performance on sustainability
and climate change and we administer the Government’s Climate
Challenge Fund which provides support, resources, training and events to
support communities taking action on climate change.

Local Environmental Quality:
We provide advice and support to help create and maintain cleaner, safer
and healthier local environments where people and communities can thrive.
We run programmes to award quality beaches and parks, two beautification
campaigns - Beautiful Scotland and It’s Your Neighbourhood, the Clean Up
Scotland campaign to build community pride, and a range of other
community based projects for those wanting to improve their local
environments.

Environmental Services:
We provide a range of environmental services including audits, Local
Environmental Audit and Management System (LEAMS), carbon
management measures, training, our National Award for Environmental
Excellence®, corporate social responsibility support and a range of options
and opportunities for conformity with the Procurement Reform Act. Through
our work we aim to help people to change the way they think about the
environment and encourage them to take action to improve and protect it.

Find out more at www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org
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